Human history has been an endless struggle for control of the earth's surface; and conquest, or the acquisition of property by force, has been one of its more ruthless expedients. With the surge of population from the rural lands to the cities, a new type of conquest has been manifesting itself in the cites of the developing world. Its form is squatting, and it is evidencing itself in the forcible preemption of land by the landless and homeless people in search of a haven.'
possession. Adverse possession is "[a] method of acquisition of title to real property by possession for a statutory period under certain conditions."' 3 Adverse possession generally has five elements that a claimant must establish: the possession must be (1) open, (2) continuous for the statutory period, (3) for the entirety of the area, (4) adverse to the true owner's interests, and (5) notorious.1 4 In some jurisdictions, if a squatter or an adverse possessor can establish these elements within the statutory period, then she may take legal and rightful title to the property. The policy supporting adverse possession is that the rule forces landowners to maintain and monitor their land. Moreover, this policy discourages owners from "sleeping" on their property rights for an indefinite period. While squatting problems and adverse possession may often involve private land owners, governments are often large land holders whose interests should be examined. 5 Adverse possession promotes efficient and economic use of land, thereby serving important economic and social ends. However, there are problems associated with adverse possession, including, but not limited to, monitoring problems, safety concerns, and environmental degradation.' 6 Unlike squatters in many Western countries, squatters and the homeless in LDCs often face unclear property rights and inefficient property allocation systems. While both squatters in LDCs and squatters in more-developed nations face severe housing shortages, the squatters in LDCs, with fewer 13. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, supra note 9, at 53. The theory of property use by prescription is also useful in certain property disputes. Prescription in real property law is "[tihe name given to a mode of acquiring title to incorporeal hereditaments by immemorial or long-continued enjoyment." Id. at 1183. The difference between prescription and adverse possession is that " [p] rescription is the term usually applied to incorporeal hereditaments, while 'adverse possession' is applied to lands." Id. Incorporeal hereditaments are "[alnything, the subject of property, which is inheritable and not tangible or visible." Id. at 726. 50, 55 (1995) . Generally, "universality means that all valuable, scarce resources must be owned by someone." Id. at 51.
See generally Annotation, Adverse Possession of Landlord as Affected by Tenant's Recognition of Title of Third
15. Property rights have always been different when held by the government. Section 37 of the Code Hammurabi states, with respect to the real property of a member of the government: "[i]f a man purchase the field or garden or house of an officer, constable or taxgatherer, his deed-tablet shall be broken (canceled) and he shall forfeit his money and he shall return the field, garden or house to its owner." THE CODE OF HAMMURABI, KING OF BABYLON 23 (Robert Francis Harper trans., Univ. of Chicago Press 1904). In England, the legal maxim "nullum tempus occurit regis (no times runs against the king) barred the running of the statute of limitations against the state." JESSE DUKEMINIER & JAMES E. KRIER 16. See infra Parts IV.E.2 and IV.F. 1.
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resources and less-developed legal systems at their disposal, face an even steeper climb than their Western counterparts. This note will survey squatting, squatters' rights, and adverse possession from an international perspective. Section 11 examines early property law and the development of adverse possession. More specifically, the section examines Roman law, English common law, European civil-law, early American property law, and the impact of colonialism on LDCs. Section III examines the theoretical developments that have helped define adverse possession and the property rights of squatters. Section IV begins by examining squatting within the common law traditions of the United States and Great Britain. Section IV then explores squatting and adverse possession on the European continent within the context of the civil-law tradition. The section ends with a discussion of squatting and adverse possession within the United States and within several LDCs. Finally, the note concludes by demonstrating how squatters are affected by the current framework of property policies and laws. In considering possible alternatives to the current laws, the author concludes that such alternatives would serve legitimate property interests and benefit societies at large by promoting general goals of equity and efficiency.
II. HISTORY OF SQUATTING, SQUATTERS' RIGHTS, AND ADVERSE POSSESSION

A. Early History
Squatting has a long history, and it is probably as old as history itself. 7 Adverse possession and the misuse of land through waste was discussed as long ago as 2250 B.C. in the Code of Hammurabi. " At one time, the laws offered little in the way of property guarantees, but today some property systems contain increased certainty of possession, transfer, and even title recording. 9 In investigating modern property rights, the past is certainly 17 . DUKEMINIER & KRIER, supra note 15, at 100.
18. Section 44 regarding the waste of land states: "If a man rent an unreclaimed field for three years to develop it, and neglect it and do not develop the field, in the fourth year he shall break up the field with hoes, he shall hoe and harrow it and he shall return it to the owner of the field and shall measure out ten GUR of grain per ten GAN." THE CODE OF HAMMURABI, supra note 15, at 27. Section 60 rewards long economic development: "If a man give a field to a gardener to plant as an orchard and the gardener plant the orchard and care for the orchard four years, in the fifth year the owner of the orchard and the gardener shall share equally: the owner of the orchard shall mark off his portion and take it." Id. at 33. Maximizing the gardener's plot of land, section 61 states: "If the gardener do not plant the whole field, but leave a space waste, they shall assign the waste space to his portion." Id.
19. Some scholars debate the value of land titling. 
relevant.
Squatting has been influenced by the Roman property law tradition, especially as it evolved in the civil-law countries in continental Europe. 20 Emilie De Laveleye in Primitive Property describes the long history of property rights from the Greco-Roman tradition. "From the earliest times in their history, the Greeks and Romans recognized private property as applied to the soil ... ."21 Modern scholars have identified the Roman property system as " [a] well-articulated organization of private property. "2 This sophisticated and dynamic property system is a microcosm of the Roman Empire itself. Under the Roman Law Codes, "an owner was said to have virtually unlimited rights to preside over property without state interference. "I In the agrarian economy of ancient Rome, the goal of most property owners was not to "increase their holdings." 2 4 In fact, Roman policy and tradition allowed a man only "as much public land as he could cultivate himself. "I These policies favored the interests of the whole Empire over the interests of any individual land owner. Consequently, this property system did not allow a large landholder to waste potentially economicallyviable land. 26 As for the utilitarian Roman system of property, "[i]n the earliest times the arable land was cultivated in common, probably by the several clans; each of these tilled its own land, and thereafter distributed the produce among the several households belonging to it."27 This property system, which was designed to create wealth for the Roman state as a whole, even applied to the holders of vast land under a system known as precarium. 28 Under precarium, a wealthy man with a surplus of land could allow another person to cultivate land and that person would maintain property rights "against third parties but not against the owner himself." 29 Precarium was yet another Roman policy aimed at curbing or ending the waste of land and 20. For a general discussion of property rights in the civil-law tradition, see infra Part IV.B-D. For further discussion of Roman law and its connection with "a vector of the morals of the 'materialistic world order,'" see generally James Whitman, The [Vol. 8:1I
1 SQUATTERS' RIGHTS AND ADVERSE POSSESSION resources. This system of property attempted to maximize the utility of land. 3° After the fall of Rome, real property rights in Europe drastically changed. However, the legacy of Rome would greatly influence the development of "modern Continental law" in the Napoleonic codes of France and in Germany's Civil Code." The tribes of northern Europe had a system of property that was "built on family estates, one where ownership was fragmented and circumscribed, [and] replaced the notion of the unencumbered individual owner." 32 In a system of estates, no one but the sovereign had absolute property rights. This system of property was based upon seisin, wherein "one who was 'seized' held all of the legal rights that the law recognized as capable of being concentrated in an individual." 33 After great political and social upheaval, northern Europeans would reestablish strong individual property rights in the common law tradition.
B. Great Britain and the Common Law Tradition
The common law tradition in England went through a substantial transformation from a system that promoted heredity and limited access to land to a system that emphasized the protection of individual property rights and free alienation. In feudal times, the monarchy maintained property rights through primogeniture, ultimogeniture, and other hereditary systems that kept land from being freely alienated. "Land was the essential pivot of feudal society . . . and thus had special importance." 34 The French established this system of tenure in England after the Norman conquest of that country in 1066,11 and it was "a system of government through the agency of landholders. 3 6 The early remedy for loss of possession was to "oust the 'disseisor' by force ... [and] lost the right. " 37 The system of feudalism eventually "decay[ed] within two hundred years of its introduction by the Normans." 38 In the fourteenth century, "the rural middle class began to develop," and "an economy based upon wages and not upon rendering services" caused the death of feudalism and the birth of strong individual property rights in real property. 3 9
The metamorphosis from state-to individual-control of property in England is reflected in John Locke's writings on the theory of property. Locke saw a specific and limited role for the state in regulating property for the individual: the necessity of preserving men in the possession of what honest industry has already acquired, and also of preserving their liberty and strength, whereby they may acquire what they farther want, obliges men to enter into society with one another, that by mutual assistance and joint force they may secure unto each other their properties .... I Locke also asserted that the state should simply provide for "the peace, riches, and the public commodities of the whole people." 4 Blackstone's Commentaries, written in the eighteenth century, further illustrate the changes in property law that occurred after the feudal periods. Blackstone described the ownership of property as "the sole and despotic domination which one man claims and exercises over the external things of the world in total exclusion of the right of any other individual." 42 Once the state relinquished absolute control of property, property rights and individual rights were to be forever linked.
Along with strong individual property rights, both adverse possession and the free alienation of property emerged as legal principles in England. Adverse possession was first identified in England as a legal doctrine in 1275 in the Statute of Westminster I, chapter 39, which fixed 1189 as the earliest date from which a plaintiff in a property action could establish seisin of his ancestry. Seisin was critical to the establishment of a property claim in Great Britain, 43 disadvantaged those who were trying to establish adverse possession claims since it became more difficult to establish clear claims as the years passed. This unfair policy changed in 1623 with the Statute of Limitations," which created a twenty-year limitation. 45 The statute of 1623 was the adverse possession statute that many American colonial jurisdictions used as a prototype for their own laws. 46 The express goals of this statute were the "avoiding of Suits" and the "quieting of Man's Estates."'" This statute reflected an early desire in England to prevent the waste of land resources and to force owners to monitor their lands properly. Further, by avoiding legal actions and quieting title, this statute provided a framework for decreasing the often high transaction costs associated with land disputes, and allowed for greater Great Britain may not have enjoyed its vast economic prosperity in the nineteenth century had the policy makers developed a property system that led to uncertainty and inefficiency. Further, these strong property rights have carried forward to modern times, giving squatters and land owners alike useful tools to further their varied interests. Great Britain has established a strong tradition of property and adverse possession rights for the United States and other common law countries to follow. This tradition promotes the values of uniformity, efficiency, and at least attempted impartiality within the property system. defines seisin as "[p]ossession of real property under claim of freehold estate. The completion of the feudal investiture, by which the tenant was admitted into the feud, and performed the rights of homage and fealty." BLACK's LAW DICTIONARY, supra note 9, at 1358.
44. 
C. Continental Europe and the Civil-Law Tradition
Roman law also had a strong impact on the creation of the civil-law tradition in continental Europe. Unlike the common law tradition, the civillaw tradition emphasized sources of law such as "statutes, regulations, and customs."5" Within this tradition, codified civil law was the heart of private law, and the dominant concepts of the codes were individual private property .... This individualistic emphasis was an expression ... of the rationalism and secular law of the age. The emphasis on rights of property and contract in the codes guaranteed individual rights against intrusion by the state."
Although different in form, the civil-law traditions essentially had the same purpose of many of the common law traditions, which was to secure and protect citizens' property interests. Despite the similarities, however, there were some important differences between civil-and common law property concepts. In civil-law countries, the principle of unity that "makes the owner unable to split his right arbitrarily into powers of various kinds .... In M'Intosh, the plaintiff claimed title to a parcel of land that was titled to him from the Piankeshaw Indians; the defendant's title came from a grant from the United States government. Recognizing the principle of discovery and conquest, Chief Justice Marshall found that:
[t]he United States, then, have unequivocally acceded to that great and broad rule by which its civilized inhabitants now hold this country. They hold, and assert in themselves, the title by which it was acquired. They maintain, as all others have maintained, that discovery gave an exclusive right to extinguish the Indian title of occupancy, either by purchase or conquest .... An absolute title to lands cannot exist, at the same time, in different persons, or in different governments. An absolute, must be an exclusive title, or at least a title which excludes all others not compatible with it. All our institutions recognise [sic] the absolute title of the crown, subject only to the Indian right of occupancy . . . This is incompatible with an absolute and complete title in the Indians."
Despite what the above excerpt may suggest, Justice Marshall. perhaps may have been uncomfortable with the decision he ultimately reached. The case presented the Court with a predicament: had the Court decided in favor of the Indians, thousands of property titles across the United States would have been clouded, causing severe chaos and a hindrance to commerce. Thus, this case of Indian title and adverse possession wrought an injustice based on policies that supported landholders and clarity of title. However, the history of American property development and westward expansion illustrates the tension between Indians, squatters, ranchers, homesteaders, farmers, railroad interests, miners, and many others who all sought land and resources. Today, as land has become more scarce in the United States, the law of adverse possession has moved toward shorter statutes of limitations. Despite some poor legal decisions and policies, the shortening of these statutes of limitations has helped adverse possessors and increased the duties 55 
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of land owners to monitor their land.
E. Colonialism and the Impact on Property Rights
The nineteenth century saw the rise of European power and hegemony due to the industrial revolution and the resulting increase in technology and wealth in Europe. Due to increased technology, European nations found distant areas of the world to be more accessible and desirable as these states sought to increase their wealth and power. Consequently, Europeans established colonies on every continent and every unclaimed area in a quest for wealth and resources. Colonization of the underdeveloped world had a direct impact upon many nations. "Pressure on and confiscation of land was a fundamental feature of colonialism, especially in East and Central Africa." 59 Even after they departed, the colonial powers left their former territories with "a general atmosphere of suspicion of individual land rights" 6 0 due to their emphasis on land acquisition. This lasting influence, although not present in every former colony, manifested itself in flawed property systems that lacked certainty and uniformity of property rights. Furthermore, the instability of property systems resulted in slower economic [Vol. 8:1 development and a. general loss of individual rights that often had tragic results.
III. PROPERTY FROM A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE
A theoretical understanding of property is helpful in making proper determinations regarding property laws and policies. Utilitarianism is applicable and influential to property law and to the law of adverse possession. Jeremy Bentham, whom some academics have called the "father of modem utilitarianism, "61 pointed to a connection between "full property rights, security, and happiness." 62 Bentham emphasized this link when he stated "[p]roperty and law are born together and die together." 63 Because of the importance of property law, there is the "need for a consistent and sufficiently public institution of property rights . . . . Structures could vary greatly from liberal ownership as long as the structure is public and consistent."' Bentham did not advocate a system of forced equality, but simply a system of guaranteed property rights similar to what the Romans had provided for their citizens.
In order to achieve the goal of efficiency, a property system must strive to lower transaction costs. Transaction costs are those expenses or costs that impact parties negotiating a dispute. Transaction costs from litigation, evictions, and property damage can place a heavy burden on individuals and society as a whole. In economic terms, these burdens are often reflected in "externalities," i.e., costs borne by persons who are not parties to the immediate transaction. Externalities are "market imperfections . . . like pollution. " 65 Harold Demsetz in Toward a Theory of Property Rights stated that "[piroperty rights are an instrument of society and derive their significance from the fact that they help a man form those expectations which he can reasonably hold in his dealings with others. These expectations find expression in laws, customs, and mores of a society. " 66 The significance of property rights is illustrated by the fact that countries that afford few individual rights generally have property systems that cloud claims and 61. CHRISTMAN, supra note 23, at 101. 62. Id. 63. Chanock, supra note 59, at 62. 64. CHRiSTMAN, supra note 23, at 102. Similarly, one author contends that "[i]n order for an economy to reach its full potential, that is, to achieve an optimal level of production, there are three basic features which its system of property rights must have: universality, exclusivity, and transferability." Gensler, supra note 14, at 51.
65. Gensler, supra note 14, at 51. potential claims to property. 67 With respect to this general goal of efficiency, property rights should provide "incentives to achieve a greater internalization of externalities."68 Such internalization allows society to deal effectively with problems by lowering overall transaction costs. In accordance with the philosophical underpinning of utilitarianism, adverse possession must be equitably applied to promote efficiency and fairness. Regarding the current situation concerning property rights, squatters, and land use, the Economic Commission for Europe reported the following:
H. Demsetz, Toward a Theory of Property Rights, in THE ECONOMICS OF PROPERTY RIGHTS
[h]igh levels of squatter housing indicate that the formal land market does not provide affordable residential land for housing, forcing households to occupy land illegally. High levels of this indicator also suggest that eviction may not be a realistic option, but rather calls for policies and programmes which lead to strengthening tenure security in squatter settlements, thus facilitating higher levels of housing investment.
69
Following the philosophical foundations of utilitarianism, governments should strive for more efficient use of land as both populations and scarcity of housing increase. To achieve the goal of more efficient and ultimately more beneficial use of land, squatting, homesteading, and more liberal application of adverse possession laws-even if such actions are contrary to the interests of governments, municipalities, or private land holders-should be encouraged.
IV. MODERN SQUATTING AND ADVERSE POSSESSION
A. Great Britain and the Common Law Tradition
Despite squatting's long history, squatting became a significant problem in Great Britain in the late 1960s and 1970s. 70 Because of high 67. See infra Part IV.F (property rights in LDCs). 68. Demsetz, supra note 66, at 32. 69. The Right to Adequate Housing, supra note 10, 35. Despite this announcement, there are a number of objections to squatting: 1) it violates property rights; 2) it subjects the participants to the risk of arrest; 3) it involves significant labor and expense to rehabilitate the housing, which invariably is in poor physical condition; 4) squatters gain shelter for themselves at the expense of the hundreds of thousands on waiting lists for public housing; and 5) squatting is likely to antagonize neighborhood residents who object to the presence of squatters. property taxes and urban renewal projects, there were many vacant buildings in Great Britain at that time." In 1968, a wave of squatting hit Great Britain as a result of these conditions. 7 2 The squatters in Britain were not simply homeless persons looking for shelter. Instead, the squatting movement in Great Britain took on a strong political flavor as squatters urged changes in existing property policies. This lower class "revolution" received great public sympathy, which is common in many squatting movements. 7 Nonetheless, in the 1970s, this sympathy waned when some squatters shifted from urban squatting to residential squatting. ' In this new wave of squatting, a home owner might leave on an extended vacation only to come back and find his home occupied by squatters. In Great Britain, these "commercial squatters" often reflect poorly upon squatters as a whole. In Katherine Bowen's letter to the editor, The Worst Kind of Squatter, she describes the ordeal of having commercial squatters moving into viable "letting retail premises." s 7 Commercial squatting has been described as "a highly organised business, with groups now set up to provide information on vacant properties, arrange false leases and keys and even introduce commercial squatters to suppliers of stock, which is often of dubious origin.
However, with respect to the commercial and residential squatter, it is sound public policy for governments to differentiate between the squatter who inhabits because of necessity and the squatter who simply is out for profit: public policy should allow residential squatters greater latitude for basic humanitarian reasons.
In 1995, there were an estimated 60,000 squatters in Great Britain. 80 Many of these squatters were among the estimated 700,000 homeless people in Great Britain. 8 ' Today, these squatters may only be removed after a civil hearing in the British courts at considerable expense to the homeowner. Each year about 10,000 property owners seek expulsion of squatters through the civil courts.' Unfortunately, this wave of squatting has also prompted British government officials to enact criminal legislation specifically aimed at the squatters. One anti-squatting provision is found in the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act of 1994. The offense of "aggravated trespass" was specifically aimed at squatters. has a potential squatter problem will "receive a hearing three days after applying to a county court."" If the squatters fail to appear, then the squatters "have 24 hours to leave and face up to six months' jail and fines of up to pounds 5,000 if they stay. " 85 In protest of this new law, 250 British squatters advocates conducted a "mock trial" in the garden of Michael Howard, the British Home Secretary, and the police took no action.' The lack of action by the police, due to limited resources, was in part caused by the various new responsibilities the Criminal Act places on police. Critics of this legislation claim that these laws "have the effect of criminalising a large number of people, including homeless persons squatting in empty properties; travelers living in caravans on land other than authorized official sites... and people participating in a wide range of demonstrations or public protests.
"s7
Nevertheless, in 1995, the rules were amended in order to allow a "fast track eviction of squatters." 8 Under the 1995 procedure, "landlords and homeowners can now go to court to obtain an 'Interim Possession Order' (IPO) against alleged squatters." 8 9 Essentially, an IPO gives a squatter twenty-four hours to vacate the premises or face criminal penalties. The trespass laws represent the policy tightrope the British government has walked between two distinctly-motivated interests: the interests of residential squatters with legitimate housing and habitat concerns, and the interests of the commercial or profit motivated squatters who move into temporarilyvacated businesses or the homes of people on vacation. While squatting in Great Britain may present legitimate problems, criminalizing squatting does not get to the root of the problem of homelessness.
Like many squatters around the world, British squatters have become an important part of the communities in which they live, often performing socially important and valuable functions. Squatters in Brighton, East Sussex, have taken over a row of "dilapidated Victorian cottages . . . and have turned them into a brightly-painted terrace. "I These squatters include Q.B. 1975) . In that case, student squatters sued under an 1899 law that requires that electricity be given to "the owner or occupier of any premises." Id. In R. v. McCreadie, another case involving electricity, the court upheld the conviction of two squatters, one of whom told the police that he was "renting the shop from "students, a carpenter, a former embalmer and some women with children." 9 These squatters have so endeared themselves to the community that their neighbors have "sent a 1,500-name petition to their local council asking that they be allowed to stay." 9 2 Strangely enough, despite the apparent harmony, there are plans to demolish the cottages and build an office on that site. Thus, while squatting in England is often legal and justified, squatters using adverse possession have had mixed results.
In Great Britain, the statutory period for adverse possession is twelve years under section 15 of the Limitation Act 1980. 3 Interestingly, in Mount Carmel Inv. Ltd. v. Peter Thurlow Ltd., the court held that tacking of claims could exist among squatters: "[i]f a squatter dispossessed another squatter and the first squatter abandoned his claim to possession, the second squatter could obtain title to the land by 12 years' adverse possession by both squatters." 94 Thus, some squatters have had success using the English adverse possession rules. As another example, in 1996, a pair of squatters "earnt Pounds 103,000 from the sale of the Victorian house where they had lived rent-free for 19 years." 95 It is nearly impossible to evaluate the overall success of the squatters' movement in Great Britain. At minimum, the squatters in Great Britain have raised public awareness of the housing crisis and one potential remedy-squatting. With some unusual but visible exceptions, liberal squatting in Great Britain seems to have somewhat alleviated the problems associated with homelessness and the housing crisis. Despite the acts criminalizing squatting, Great Britain has a climate generally warmer to the plight of squatters.
B. Continental Europe and the Civil-Law Tradition: Germany
Like many wealthy western countries, Germany has had its share of squatting problems. Germany also has an established property system that includes rights of adverse possession. The prevalence of squatting in Germany may be attributed to the fact that in 1994 the number of homeless the owner, that he did not know that the electricity was being used illegally and that payment was nothing to do with him." 96 Crim. App. 143 (1992 [Vol. 8:1 individuals was estimated to be in excess of one million. 96 Some of Germany's homeless problems are due to the reunification of East and West Germany, evidenced by the billions of Deutsche Marks that the West has poured into the East.
The German government has a core of centralized power that is checked by the powers of the individual states. The German Civil Code and basic law provide much of the framework and structure for German governance. The most important laws involving property and adverse possession are found within the German Civil Code, The Third Book: Law of Property. The first section of the Law of Property, entitled "Possession," considers property possession and adverse possession. The second section of the Law of Property contains a provision delineated as Section 900, which states: "[a] person, who is registered in the Land Register as the owner of a piece of land without having obtained ownership, acquires the ownership, if the registration has subsisted for thirty years and he has during this period held the piece of land in his proprietary possession." 97 This thirty-year period in Germany represents a governmental policy that does not promote adverse possession claims. Typically, the shorter the statutory period, the greater the governmental interest in preventing owners from "sleeping" on their property rights, through lack of maintenance, lack of visitation, or a general disregard for their duties. Despite this lengthy statutory requirement for adverse possession (especially when compared to other countries), in one particular squatting situation German authorities found it necessary to compromise and depart from the written civil-law.
In Hamburg, Germany, a group of squatters who were occupying a block of buildings won a fourteen-year battle against the government. This prolonged battle began in October 1981 "when a group of about 100 punks and social revolutionaries occupied a block of empty houses overlooking the harbour and owned by the city. "98 This site was very important to Hamburg city officials because it "is near some of Germany's most exclusive hotels and brothels . . . [and] city officials feared the squatters would harm tourism. "" As in Great Britain, the squatters received public support, as illustrated by a demonstration in 1986 when "10,000 supporters of the 96. Wright, supra note 4.
97. § 900 BGB I, available in THE GERMAN CIVIL CODE 168 (Simon L. Goren trans., 1994). This statute is not absolute and the limitation of claims on lands has caused some problems in Germany, as "Germany's reunification treaty allowed for the return of property seized by the Nazis up until 1945, and the Communist from 1948 onwards, but not for the restitution of land expropriated by the Soviet occupation of [1945] [1946] [1947] [1948] 
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squatters marched through central Hamburg.' However, a year later the German police remained unsuccessful in their attempts to evict the squatters from the group of buildings. Finally, in 1996, the city officials radically changed their policy, and the city government accepted the squatters and decided to take "the decisive step toward permanently ending this difficult conflict. ""' This reconciliation is quite different from the approach taken by many governments, including jurisdictions within the United States, as local authorities appear quite willing to oppose residential squatters' claims in American cities. 0 2 In this agreement between the German city and the squatters, the squatters will purchase the buildings for "less than a third of [their] market value. " 3 The squatters will shoulder the costs of repairing and renovating the buildings, and they will pay the city one-half of overdue rent and utility bills." This type of compromise should serve as a model to other municipalities around the world as a way of ending potentially violent and expensive conflicts. This type of compromise produces a win-win result. Hamburg may not have received full market value for its property, but the city was able to avoid costly litigation and/or eviction costs and the associated expenses of housing the evicted squatters.
Further, by transferring the property rights to the squatters, the government created a cost-effective remedy to a housing shortage.
C. Continental Europe and the Civil-Law Tradition: Denmark
Danish legal philosophy has been described as a system "of positivism as well as of realism in the common and commonplace sense. "'I Under this system of "commonplace sense," Denmark has had a long history of promoting efficient use of property. Since 1683, under King Christian V's Danish Code, "twenty years of possession is required for prescription."1 6 Under this code, "[i]t is up to the user-regardless whether his use is lawful or contrary to other rights-to prove that his prescriptive possession of the property took place during the necessary period of time.""°' If the use of property is for a general purpose "ownership [of the property] is regularly 100. Id obtained."°8 However, if the use is "directed for a specific purpose" then "an easement is obtained."' 0 9 Although Denmark does not have a long history of squatting problems, this theory of "commonplace sense" and "positivism" has been reflected in the creation of a major squatters' settlement in Copenhagen. The Free City of Christiana celebrated its twenty-fifth year in 1996. In October 1971, as a response to housing shortages, an abandoned army barracks in the Danish capital of Copenhagen was occupied by 800 squatters. " 0 Squatters call Christiana the "free city" because there they are "free of rents, free of taxes, and free of laws imposed by the society.""' Part of the freedom also included the open sale of drugs and collectivized property.
11 2 Because of a governmental policy of "tolerance of diverse philosophies and lifestyles," the squatters were able to remain and the "Ministry of Defense even left on the water and electricity."" 3 Although the Christiania experience may seem extreme, it suggests an interesting housing solution for the United States, Europe, and the Soviet states. Due to the end of the Cold War, both East and West have many vacant military complexes. Some of these facilities could be turned over to squatters, homeless persons, and homesteaders for rapid change into low income housing. Transfers of military property could quickly change a remnant of the past into a salient solution to the homeless problem.
D. Continental Europe and the Civil-Law Tradition: Netherlands
The Netherlands has a long history of squatting and a strong tradition of adverse possession. Supporters of the squatting movement "numbered tens of thousands at its heights in the Sixties."" 4 The Dutch squatters' movement "lost much of its strength during the 1980s when many of its members were offered alternative housing over the years.""' Despite its weakened state, squatting is still a powerful force in the Netherlands. In fact, squatting has been called "lasting evidence of the continuing anarchic youth movement [ 
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The Dutch legal system is considered to "belong to the RomanoGermanic family." 7 The rules for acquisitive prescription of property, i.e., adverse possession, are set out in article 3:99 of the Dutch Civil Code:
1. possession; whether there is possession is decided along the lines of generally prevailing views (art. 3:108); 2. possession must have been acquired in good faith. Once a possessor is in good faith, subsequent knowledge will not affect his good faith (3:118 par 2). [
immovable goods, real property](art. 3:119)." i
Despite the seemingly strict rules on prescription, Dutch squatters, particularly in Amsterdam, have had some successes. According to Dutch historian Han Van Der Horst: "[i]n spite of clear legislation to the contrary, tolerance had become second nature for the political leaders in the Netherlands."" ' 9 Edward Soja, professor of urban and regional planning at the University of California, described the squatter movement in Amsterdam as: more than just an occupation of abandoned offices, factories, warehouses and some residences. It was a fight for the rights of the city itself, especially for the young and for the poor. Nowhere has this struggle been more successful than in Amsterdam. Nowhere has it been less successful than in Los Angeles. 1 20 Squatters in the Netherlands have been successful in part due to compromises by the Dutch government. After the Dutch coronation in 1980, squatters and police often battled. Like the experiences in Great Britain and Germany, these battles "brought a great wave of public sympathy, not for the state's over-reaction but for the young and lawless."' 2 ' After the great Despite the tightening of laws in the Netherlands, squatters have still enjoyed success. Dutch culture and society emphasize tolerance and compromise, two qualities needed to address homelessness effectively. Nonetheless, as in Germany and other countries, there will always be some problems in the Netherlands related to squatting due to the tension between property rights and adverse possession. But governmental cooperation and public support of squatters in the Netherlands have seemingly reduced the specter of violence in the battle for shelter and land.
E. United States
English law influences much of the law of adverse possession in the United States. Despite this background, United States adverse possession law has taken on its own unique flavor. This is evidenced by the various statutes of limitations for adverse possession claims that range from five years in California, Idaho, and Montana, to forty years in Iowa. 24
New York
In the United States, no city has experienced more urban squatting activity than New York City. Within the United States, New York is a relatively old city with diverse regions and many abandoned buildings and factories. New York State's adverse possession law provides that those who openly and hostilely possess land for ten years can request title to that land." An important case in New York State's adverse possession law is Van Valkenburgh v. Lutz.' 26 In that case, William Lutz "cultivated" a triangular lot, erected a fence on the lot's borders, built a small shack on the lot, and generally acted as the owner of the lot for over thirty years, only to have his adverse possession claim fail because " [t] In New York City, the "13th Street squatters" received significant attention because of protests, riots, and subsequent police action. On 13th Street, the squatters claimed title by asserting themselves as the "homesteaders" of abandoned buildings owned by New York City. 130 Many squatters invested money and "sweat equity" in the properties, "controlled them, secured them, and behaved in all ways as owners of the property."
131
In 1995, the radio program "All Things Considered" interviewed one of the 13th Street squatters who estimated that he spent about $6,000 renovating his apartment. 32 The city evicted the squatters to make way for a four million dollar low-income housing project. creating a "flimsy tangle of bicycle frames and barbed wire welded to the metal stairways." 3 4 New York City Mayor Rudolf Giuliani justified the eviction based on safety concerns. The squatters claimed adverse possession in excess of the statutory ten-year period because the 13th Street buildings had been vacant since 1984. The failure of the squatters to establish adverse possession claims in court partially rested on their inability to establish tacking for their claims. It was nearly impossible for the squatters to prove that they had continually lived in the building for the required ten-year period. Thus, the squatters lacked the type of documentation required to win their adverse possession suit.
The struggles of the 13th Street squatters reflect only a limited number of the difficulties squatters encounter in seeking legal remedies. For instance, some jurisdictions do not recognize adverse possession claims asserted against governments or have special rules or limitations periods for those types of suits. 3 5 Moreover, in many cases, squatters lack standing to bring proper actions. In Valentin v. Department of Housing Preservation & Development, the trial court found that a squatter who instituted a housing action (for lack of a proper stove and refrigerator) against the City of New York lacked standing because it would be "incongruous and completely unfair to those pre-approved applicants who distinctly have a legal priority over those individuals who assume occupancy of an apartment without regard to their legal status."' 36 Despite these adverse decisions, the New York squatters remained hopeful that they might succeed.
The February 8, 1996 decision in Walls v. Giuliani' 37 was considered by many to be a victory for the squatters in New York City because the court considered the actual merits of the squatters' case. The case represented a critical decision for squatters because "[t]he ruling left the door open for similar legal challenges to be brought by squatters all over the city. "131 In that case, the court held that the squatters had stated a valid civil rights claim § 140.10 (McKinney 1997). The squatters were charged for trespassing in 1983 despite a three year statute of limitation and no formal notices of removal or trespass except for two eviction efforts. Bukowski Petition, supra note 132, paras. 42-50. 
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under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and denied the City's motion to dismiss. 1 9 Mayor Rudolf Giuliani called the district court's ruling "ideology run amok."' 4°T he 13th Street squatters' short-lived success came to an end on August 8, 1996, when the New York Supreme Court, Appellate Division, reversed the district court's decision in Walls v. Giuliani.14 Subsequently, to evict the squatters, the New York Police employed a 50,000 pound tank-like armored personnel carrier along with fifty policemen. 42 Strangely, despite the city's spirited battles with the residential squatters, New York City allowed and even encouraged small businesses to squat in an abandoned court house.' 4 In light of Giuliani's claim of "ideology run amok," this action of allowing commercial squatting can be seen as nothing short of an unconscionable double standard.
The battle over urban territory also raises critical questions about municipalities and the way they manage their property. The City of New York, under its Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD), currently admits to holding more than 2,000 buildings vacant-including some 17,000 individual dwelling units that have been vacant for decades-while bureaucrats argue over how to spend available funds."M Besides the mismanagement of properties, the HPD has also been With several vacant land holdings and a critical need for housing, does the city have a duty to monitor its properties? Should the city have a better index of its vacant properties? The City of New York will be faced with the potentially expensive problem of having to frequently monitor its vacant properties, especially if squatters with better documentation are able to bring adverse possession claims to sympathetic courts and juries. Groups like the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), which introduce legal squatting through homesteading programs, represent a workable compromise between the interests of the city and the housing concerns of its citizens." * Beginning in 1985, ACORN was able to "tak[e] possession of twenty-five vacant, City-owned buildings" in 139 ACORN and "other squatting efforts are both increasingly common and justified" 149 as they provide utilitarian and workable solutions to some housing problems. American urban municipalities such as New York City, like their European counterparts, must work towards compromise in order to effectively address the crisis of homelessness. It only makes sense that governments and squatters or homesteaders should work together in community partnerships, rather than the adversarial relationships of the past that yielded riots, police actions, prolonged litigation, high transaction costs and little in terms of concrete results.
California
California is a large and wealthy state with a large and expanding population because of internal growth, domestic migration, and both legal and illegal immigration. The most prevalent squatting problems in California are typically not found within urban environments.
California law requires the typical elements for adverse possession: (1) possession must be held either under a claim of right or color of title; (2) possession must be actual, open, and notorious occupation of the property in such a manner as to constitute reasonable notice of that occupation to the record owner; (3) the occupation must be both exclusive and hostile to the title of the true owner; (4) possession must be continuous and uninterrupted for at least five years; and (5) the occupier must pay all taxes assessed against the property during such five-year period. ' Despite the clear requirements of California's 147. Id. at 613-14. 148. Id. at 617. 149. Id. at 606. 150. This is not to say that there are not serious urban squatting problems in California. With many military base closures in California there may be a new squatting wave. In San Francisco, "twelve squatters took over two Presidio apartments for a Christmas day sit-in to call attention to the need for housing for the homeless." Presidio Squatters Charged, SACRAMENTO BEE, Dec. 27. 1996, available in 1996 WL 14034524. These squatters were members of an organization known as "Homes not Jails" and this was the "third time in three years the group [had] occupied a vacant building to bring attention to what they believe is a lack of affordable housing for homeless people in San 
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adverse possession law, most of the squatting problems in California stem from abuses of an 1856 property law. Middle-class neighborhoods in California have been invaded by squatters guided by squatters' agencies. These squatters' agencies 5 2 have legal standing based upon the "1856 [law designed] to break up Spanish claims to land after California changed hands.""' This law allows squatters to enter a dwelling "as long as a window or door is open or has been left unlocked[;] they can't break in.""' Often squatting "agents" will look for foreclosed property and then inform their customers of the ripe pickings. The squatters agree to pay monthly rent to the agents. These housing agents give their customers "four to six months in a house ... [and] a three-page disclosure on what [they] do.""' In many ways, this type of squatting is similar to the squatting promoted by residential squatting agents in the United Kingdom.
One California company, Windsor Pacific, "scours public records for properties in foreclosure or finds homes that are vacant, looks for ways to enter the home, and makes its [adverse] claim. If no one objects to the claim, it rents the home to its customers and may even make an offer to purchase. " 156 As of April 1996, this company had thirty-six houses under an alleged claim of adverse possession. Jay E. Orr, the Riverside County Supervising Deputy District Attorney, stated: "[t]hese companies have been allowed to flourish because banks are so far behind on foreclosures. "1 7 The proprietors of Windsor Pacific ask their "house sitters" to sign a disclosure form that indicates "Windsor Pacific has attempted to file a notice of adverse possession, cleaned the house and re-keyed all locks, and notified the lender it has placed a tenant on the premises.""' This disclosure states that the tenants are to move out within thirty-days notice, if and when the bank takes title. Many of these squatters are families that became interested in a property because of an advertisement for low rental rates.
Typically, these companies will ask for three months rent up front; therefore, they make money from the house sitters/squatters regardless of the results of their adverse possession claims. These squatters' agencies maintain that they are making legitimate adverse possession claims, but such claims are dubious at best. These companies do not pay property taxes, which would be required for a proper adverse possession claim under 152. Note that these agencies are for-profit organizations, unlike the squatters' agencies found in the United Kingdom. Under a utilitarian property theory, a strong argument exists for allowing temporary use of property. However, this theory is accompanied by the distinct potential for abuse. The rights or duties of the renters or their agencies with respect to the occupied property remains unclear. Temporary squatters with little stake in the property could become careless or destructive and inflict heavy damage on valuable property. This potential for abuse of property which has been allegedly adversely possessed places a heavy burden on property holders to guard and monitor their property interests.
Monitoring can place an extremely heavy burden on property holders such as out-of-state banks that have foreclosed on property. Serious problems arise not only when banks find that foreclosed property has been claimed by squatters, but also when legitimate buyers are attempting to purchase property. One California couple bid on a $385,000 home only to find that a squatter had moved in the day before.' 61 In that case, the purchasers obtained a restraining order that prevented the squatters from remaining in the house, but such a civil action still may take more than one month to settle. 62 While the situation in California does illustrate severe abuses of squatting and adverse possession, the actions of a few should not overshadow the efforts of the legitimately homeless who squat in order to survive.
It is difficult to glean much encouragement from the United States' policies involving squatters and the homeless. Despite a strong and growing 159 
F. Least Developed Countries: Property Laws and Squatting
The lack of established property rights in underdeveloped countries often hampers both economic and environmental progress. The lack of property rights in LDCs may be manifested through a lack of title, unclear title, or a lack of recording, but is generally exhibited through insecure title for landowners. Jeremy Bentham, in his Theory of Legislation: Principles of The Civil Code, defined property and its importance by stating that " [p] roperty is nothing but a basis of expectation; the expectation of deriving certain advantages from a thing, which we are said to possess, in consequence of the relation in which we stand towards it.' 63 The lack of title security that citizens of LDCs face compounds the economic problems of LDCs. For many LDCs, "[1]and titling has been promoted as the key to broad-based sustainable growth."'" The current lack of certainty often hampers economic investment because land owners or squatters will have less incentive to invest work into insecure land.' While LDCs are weak in terms of economic power, their populations far outnumber those of more developed nations. The weak economies result in lower net spending on , 1978) . This book contains 33 separate architectural entries for a worldwide contest that required the participants to design a squatter housing project for a city in the Philippines. The proposed housing had to be designed for low-income families in an area with a high density of people, with buildings that were low in height, that served as self-sufficient units, that maintained a pedestrian orientation, and that established an ecological fit. Id. at 27. Despite the fact that many of these designs were probably relatively easy and inexpensive to build, little progress was made in constructing novel low-income housing.
167 It is a common characteristic of many LDCs to have uncertainty in title. Not only does this uncertainly harm economic development, but, as in Brazil, it often leads to violence and death. Brazilian governmental policies have increased violence by placing incentives and subsidies for land development in certain areas. Most of these incentive plans have been based upon development of the Amazon Basin.
Moreover, police and governmental officials have been implicated in much of the violence against the squatters. On August 9, 1995, nine squatters were killed when police opened fire on a squatters' camp. [and] speculates that the actual number may be higher since no suspects have been found in one-third of these cases. " " Supporting the peasants are groups like the Landless Workers Movement that organized "controversial land occupations to help dispossessed farm workers and those longing to escape from the slums to establish small agricultural encampments on Brazil's vast tracts of privately owned but idle land."182 This squatting group has become powerful as "[h]undreds of thousands of workers have become involved."' 83 The fact that "[n]early a half-million Brazilians have been resettled in this manner" demonstrates the group's success."' However, acquiring housing in this manner involves great risk; the Unified Worker Central reports that "more than 1,700 [workers] have been killed in the last decade" by "[t]hugs hired by private landowners, the police, or the two together. "15
In addition to violence, there are also critical collateral problems with respect to property in Brazil. In the Brazilian rainforests, squatters and squatters' camps have been linked to destruction of the forest. For instance, occupants without property rights are unwilling to invest in "'erosion control, fertilizers, and irrigation.'"'" One squatter stated that "[w]e don't have any machinery or fertilizers, so the only way to prepare the soil is by burning [it] ."' These squatters, who are clearly in a difficult situation, need the support of international organizations capable of helping them secure viable farm land and educating them on environmentally friendly fanning techniques.
Nevertheless, the environmental degradation caused by insufficient property rights is not unique to Brazil, but plagues other LDCs as well. 1 8 Brazil, a dynamic and growing country, needs guidance in decreasing the terrible incidents of violence against squatters. For Brazil, it will not be enough to simply mandate or support land titling procedures or to enact 179 
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Western property schemes. In light of the international "right to housing" 189 and other human rights agreements, other nations must provide support as well as pressure to prevent further squatter tragedies.
Malaysia
As a former British colony, Malaysia has a common law legal history. Like many LDCs, Malaysia is besieged by squatting problems. In a recent Malaysian census, "552,196 squatters had been identified .... [and] most squatters settlements were built on government land."' 9 0 Squatters are very prevalent in the Malaysian cities of Selangor, Kuala Lumpur, and Johor.'91 In these cities, costs of living are so high that even legitimately employed workers are forced into squatting for survival." 9 Furthermore, illegal immigration represents a significant problem in Malaysia: "Perlis ... Despite some of the serious labor and housing problems, squatters in Malaysia do hold some power. In Malaysia, "[t]he tolerance level for squatters has ... been traditionally high." 196 Atypical of most LDCs and perhaps attributable to the squatters' power, Malaysia has taken affirmative steps to cure some of the problems associated with squatters and their communities. Squatting safety is one area in which Malaysian government officials have made significant progress. In Kuala Lumpur, it is estimated that 226,000 squatters reside in 255 squatter settlements." 9 To some degree, the government has accepted their existence and decided to limit the safety risks that the squatters may encounter. For example, "[t]he government is prepared to provide fire-fighting equipment and training" to 150,000 squatters if they are willing to set up "volunteer fire response units." 9 ' Malaysian government officials have also made plans to limit the impact of waste and garbage on squatters' areas.1 9 1 One government official stated that "rubbish dumping in squatter areas has become a big issue.... [Polluters,] including factory owners, [have been] dumping toxic waste near squatter areas. "1w Malaysian officials have also sought to improve the lifestyles of squatters by providing them with a sense of community. The government has moved towards "build[ing] community halls in traditional and squatter villages . . .as they serve as a focal point for community activities." These centers would be used "for social activities like meetings, gatherings, as public libraries, reading rooms and kindergartens. "I As evidence of the success of squatters in Malaysia, one government official noted "the positive development in squatter villagers [sic] to date especially the readiness of squatters to support development in their area and development proposals squatter committees have sent him. " 3 The Malaysian government has accepted the reality that squatters and squatters' movements are an integral part of their country. Instead of fighting the squatters, Malaysian officials are taking real and logical steps to assist the squatters: this type of partnership is a model that other LDCs should emulate and follow.
Philippines
The Philippines is a LDC that is rapidly growing in population. As in many LDCs, there is a great disparity between the rich and the poor. The Philippine government has started a program called "Philippines 2000" that aims "to convert its agrarian-based, paternalistic economy into an industrial, The international community should not support the mistreatment of squatters by allowing countries like the Philippines to host prestigious summits such as APEC. Additionally, the world community can provide practical and effective assistance to help LDCs with housing problems by facilitating the establishment of partnerships between squatters and governments. However, this assistance must be contingent upon a government's willingness to adhere to internationally recognized values and human rights.
V. CONCLUSION
In examining why squatters are treated so differently in different parts of the world, it is clear that the rights of squatters are directly linked to the amount of support given by their communities. In Europe, squatters and squatters' movements are generally well supported by the public; thus, squatters in Europe have had more success. As for squatters' movements in
